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PLANNING FOR EUROPE’S POST-WAR NEEDS

INLAND TRANSPORT. NUTRITION. AND MEDICAL SERVICES

Experts working under the Allied Committee mentioned by Viscount Cranborne

in the House of Lords yesterday have this week carried the plans for the relief

of post-war Europe several stages further*

The problem of inland transport - that is, the getting of relief supplies
from ports of entry to the places where they are needed - has boon dealt’ with

in organisational schemes prepared in some detail by Professor Hondelink,
Chairman of the Technical Advisory Committee on Inland Transport, Mr.O.Popper,
Technical Adviser to the Czechoslovak Government, and Major H.Bernard of the

French National Committee*

These schemes are now being surveyed by Allied transport authorities* It

has been generally agreed that responsibility for the operation of transport
facilities within any country will devolve upon the national authorities con-

cerned,. but that inter-country and inter-regional traffic may come under some

centralised or regional control.

Professor Hondelink has stressed the practicability of this arrangement by

pointing out that, contrary to widespread relief, transport systems in occupied

territories have been left under local technical management to a greater ex-

tent than in the last war. He also pointed out that whereas in the last war

hostilities ceased abruptly with the signing of an armistice, in this war

different regions may be sot free in turn before any general armistice is

signed*

The Nutrition experts, as a prelude to deciding the total amount of relief

foodstuffs it will be necessary to send into liberated territories, have

gathered together a mass of data shoving the present food position in each

country,- This data has been tabulated for easy reference, and footnotes show

to what extent health has declined owing to malnutrition, x

The next stop, now the main deficiencies have been defined, is to decide

upon some form of "iron-ration1 *

per 100,000 of population, and this is being

worked upon,

Tito Medical experts, under the Chairmanship of Dr .Melville D* Mackenzie

{United Kingdom), have sent forward to the Inter-Allied Committee on Post-far

Requirements a basic list of drugs which will be the minimum quantities needed

per 100,000 of population for a month, Tith the list is are commendation that

these drugs be packed and sent to places where they will be in the best position
for rapid transfer to the country or region needing then.

Special provision during the emergency period following liberation is to be

made for expectant and nursing mothers and infants, and plans for dealing with

the large number of cases of tuberculosis and typhus which will be encountered

are being put in hand.

x Fuller information and notorial relating to health decline in the

Occupied Territories may be obtained from the Inter-Allied

Information Committee, Ministry of Information, Room 288

(Telephone ext# 709)*
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